
Participant Question Text

Peter Krass Welcome! We'll be getting started at the top of the hour.

Perry Szarka I have heard of dramatically increased core counts; true?

Jimmy Arcade Good day, all!

Lisa Ferrante

Louise Loh Greeting!! :)

The Channel Company

Thank you for joining us today. As reminder, you should also be dialed into the audio bridge so you can hear today's 

presentation. The dial in is 303-248-0285 code 4714241. Your line will be muted but we encourage you to type any 

questions into the window during the presentation as you think of them or you can hold your questions to the end!

Perry Szarka Can this be made full screen?

Peter Krass No, but we will be making the slides available for download. I'll give the details and URL soon.

Thomas Deligiannis Thanks, that would be great

The Channel Company We will sending the audio recording out along with the final slides following the presentation!

Thomas Deligiannis Are there any aignificant security advances over Skylake?

Suzanne Keith what impact have these improvements had on the price point?

Peter Krass Suzanne, prices for CPUs? Or complete systems?

Thomas Deligiannis Suzanne, the prices are available online. It's a bit more than skylake

Perry Szarka

90%+ of processor time is spent moving data from place-to-place. Has anything been put in-package toward 

addressing this?

Suzanne Keith

I was wondering if we see the pricing impact on devices / systems - how that affects the end user and their decision 

making processes

Suzanne Keith Just saw the comment about the pricing online.  Thank you, I will take a look after 

Peter Krass ok, thanks for the clarification.

bob verplank Do we get a copy of this at the end?

The Channel Company Yes Bob, we will be sending out a copy of the slides and audio recording.

bob verplank Thanks

Tony Stirk Thanks for sending the slides.  They were hard to read on my screen.

Suzanne Keith

in reference to gaming....schools are using gaming as an educational tool more and more...would you consider it 

best practice to recommend devices with 7th gen processors?   

Kevin Karch can i get a copy as well?

John Manno please send me a copy as well 

The Channel Company Yes, all attendees today will receive a copy of the deck and recording!

Val Baur Are the 7th Gen Processors still going to be one the LGA1151 and LGA2011-V3 sockets?



Val Baur Is there a new chipset for them?

Perry Szarka What about support for LINUX?

Suzanne Keith

do you know of specific applications that are used in education (besides gaming) that the 4K feature will enhance?  

for example, learning programs in architecture, math, science etc.  ?   

Perry Szarka Do any PC manufacturers have "special" versions of the processors?

Diane Milholland Maybe security video?

Peter Krass http://www.businesscomputeforum.com/chat-transcripts 

Jeff Poole Thank you

Jimmy Arcade Great! Thank you for the presentation and your time. Cheers!

Val Baur Thanks

Norm Henderson Thanks!

Craig Fogelstrom thanks

Matt McKinney Thank you!

John Manno thanks

Suzanne Keith thanks!

Perry Szarka Thanks

Terry Cage thank you  :0

The Channel Company

You will also receive a follow up email from The Channel Company including the link to the recording and slides, 

thanks!

Bob VanCura Thank you.

Peter Krass Thanks, all, for joining us.


